The appreciation of artistic aspects of the Code of Points in rhythmic gymnastics: an analysis of the last three decades

Abstract

In pursuit of promoting the artistic aspects, the current Rhythmic Gymnastics Code of Points (RGCP) has been subjected to significant changes that motivated this research, documentary and historical in character, which aimed to analyze the last eight Olympic cycles of RGCP. The research method used in this study is documentary and characterized by the information found in documents (RGCP) that had not received any scientific treatment. From the analysis of different RGCP cycles, we found artistic aspects, and their connection with RG technical requirements. We observed that the RG has distinct stages (technical aspects, flexibility etc). While retaining its artistic roots (from Dance and Rhythm), in pursuit of sportivization and standardization of the sport, the first stage was characterized by a search for the sportivization and standardization of the modality based on the inclusion of new body elements in the RGCP. The second stage confirms our previous hypothesis, that in the last RGCP the artistic component had undergone few changes. We noticed, in an overview, that at the present time the current RGCP brings back the relationship between RG and its origins, influenced by Aesthetic Gymnastics (Swedish), Rhythmic and Dance. Condition observed once the current Code of Points (2013-2016) marks the story of sports, by two aspects: the permissiveness of routines with singing which has not allowed since the creation the RGCP and significant changes to the appreciation of the routines' artistic aspects.
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Introduction

Rhythmic Gymnastics (RG), since its sport consolidation as a gymnastics area by the International Gymnastics Federation (FIG), has gone through different changes both in its name and in its evaluation. Concerning its nomenclature, a group of authors has published its modifications chronologically, highlighting, according to Langlade and Langlade¹, Bodo-Schmid² and Bobo and Sierra³:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>The first publication of Modern Gymnastics Code of Points, distinguishing this sport from the known Olympic Gymnastics (currently Artistic Gymnastics).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>The Modern Gymnastics officially legitimized as a sport organized by FIG, and named Modern Rhythmic Gymnastics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>FIG established this modality as Rhythmic Sport Gymnastics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>FIG established this modality as Rhythmic Gymnastics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1 - Modifications of the rhythmic gymnastics nomenclatures.
The initially non-competitive nature of Modern Gymnastics contemplated an aesthetic and practical fitness, linked to the Swedish method\(^1\), that from the international literature in the field, has listed some influences that RG suffered before becoming a sport:

- Influence of Jean Georges Noverre (late eighteenth century), master of French dancing, which method/proposal was based on natural movements, with an emphasis on “art of expressing”;  
- Influence of François Delarte, drama actor, who emphasized the postures and the spiritual condition of the student, and the relationship between them as the essence of expressive movement;  
- Influence of dance teachers Rudolf von Laban, Isadora Duncan and Elizabeth Duncan, on expressiveness and choreography;  
- Influence of Expressive Gymnastics, which refuses improvised movements, uses strength as one of the fundamental capabilities;  
- Emile Jacques Dalcroze, French composer and teacher who defines Modern Gymnastics, enhancing the musical and rhythmic characteristics;  
- Rudolf Bode systematizes RG, through the elements of dance, theater, music, pedagogy, also using manual instruments as bats, balls and drums;  
- Henrich Medau completes this designation, systematizing it with manual instruments such as rope and hoops.

However, under the aegis of the FIG, Modern Gymnastics followed the path of other practices towards a universal regulatory process by means of a worldwide institution, becoming a sport\(^5\), constituting itself as a way of collective identification and as a source of meaning in people’s lives, being a carrier of a pleasant excitement\(^7\).

In this context, as a sport, RG becomes regulated in 1970, having a set of rules that guide the evaluation techniques of the gymnasts, and therefore the training methods and composition of routines. This regulation is elaborated by the FIG RG Technical Committee\(^8\), which is adjusted every four years (Olympic cycle).

Since 1970 to the present, the RGCP has already gone through 13 versions or cycles:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st cycle</td>
<td>1970-1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd cycle</td>
<td>1971-1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd cycle</td>
<td>1973-1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th cycle</td>
<td>1977-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th cycle</td>
<td>1981-1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th cycle</td>
<td>1985-1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th cycle</td>
<td>1989-1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th cycle</td>
<td>1993-1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th cycle</td>
<td>1997-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th cycle</td>
<td>2001-2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th cycle</td>
<td>2005-2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th cycle</td>
<td>2009-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th cycle</td>
<td>2013-2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lourenço\(^9\) emphasizes that the changes in the regulation of RG not only occur from one cycle to another, but also within the four-year period that each of them contains. According to the author:

[...] RG still has a big problem to be solved, which is the question related to the duration of the rules. The Code is organized, at first, to last four years, but changes take place annually, with the systematic production of “letters” that present clarifications, but also, many changes in criteria and minor adjustments in the rules that hinder the understanding of referees and a lighter assessment. The “letters” also bring the originality of the year and new difficulties created and already granted by the FIG Technical Committee. We realize that gymnasts and especially coaches are concerned with always staying alert to changes, in order to enhance their compositions without running the risk of unnecessary prejudice.
In the last code cycle (2013-2016), there was an increased appreciation of the artistic aspects. From our experience as researchers, former coaches/trainers and judges, this situation has set a RG specific sport improvement. As in the last cycles, greater attention to technical aspects was given, featuring the routines such as sequences of elements, more than choreographic compositions with artistic imprint.

This perception configured the hypothesis that originated this research, which aims to recognize and analyze the ways of promoting artistic aspects in the Rhythmic Gymnastics Code of Points in the last eight cycles (three decades). Justified by the contemplation of this gap in the scientific sphere, around the analysis of the RGCP (past and present), this research glimpses to contribute towards a historical analysis of the sport (through its regulations). But as well as towards reflection and action, at the present time, by federal managers and others involved with the area in order to legitimize RG as a sport with an artistic nature (respecting its origins). Toledo and Velardi underline the importance of valuing the artistic character in RG, not only in different educational contexts (formal and informal), but also for the Code of Points itself, since at any level of learning, artistic character / aesthetic can not be forgotten, or even left in the background.

Method

This research used the documentary method, which is characterized by the information found in documents that have not received any scientific treatment, such as reports, newspaper articles, magazines, letters, films, recordings, photographs, and other communications materials.

The documentary sources of the research were composed of eight cycles of Rhythmic Gymnastics Code of Points (RGCP), from 1985 to the present, involving (according to TABLE 2) specifically the periods of: 1985-1988; 1989-1992; 1993-1996; 1997-2000; 2001-2004; 2005-2008; 2009-2012; and 2013-2016. The first stage covers the first three Olympic cycles (1985-1988; 1989-1992; and 1993-1996), and has the presence of individual competitions at the Olympic Games (OG). The second stage covers the other cycles (1997-2000; 2001-2004; 2005-2008; 2009-2012; and 2013-2016) and has the participation of individual gymnasts and groups in OG.

Results e discussion

The routine in Rhythmic Gymnastics is guided by the evaluation of three important issues concerning the aspects of execution and composition (FIGURE 1), which together represent the basis of technical, physical and artistic preparation of RG athletes.
This research focuses on the artistic aspects of rhythmic gymnastics routines, de/fig/ated in the CP as belonging to the “Artistic Value (AV)”. The AV received prominence as a specific item in the RGCP in 2001, comprising the music and routine analysis (“basic composition” - BC - and the “particular artistic features” - CAP), a format that remains until the later RGCP (2009-2012).

Understanding the RGCP and its relation to the “AV” routines implies expanding the search of understanding to the issues related to jury composition, gymnast dresscode, the importance of music/musical accompaniment in this sport, questions related to the composition in general, and to the body and pre-acrobatic elements. Finally, understanding how these aspects are tied to the generalities of the artistic composition of a RG routine.

Eight Olympic cycles of the RGCP were analyzed and subsequently separated into two categories or main stages. The first stage covers the first three Olympic cycles (1985-1988; 1989-1992; and 1993-1996), and has the presence of individual competitions at the Olympic Games (OG). The second stage covers the other cycles (1997-2000; 2001-2004; 2005-2008; 2009-2012; and 2013-2016) and has the participation of individual gymnasts and as well as groups in OG.

The first stage

In this first stage, the choreographic compositions (CC) were marked by the presence of a musician (usually a pianist) who accompanied the routines. The routines were performed in 12 x 12 meter areas, and had as a basic feature the alternation of fast and slow passages, and the use of motion fluency (1985-1988; 1989-1992 cycles).

Although this modality is connected to dance, mentions of folklore, elements of classical and modern dance and jazz elements were not allowed, as it was considered indispensable that the gymnastic routine respect the sportive character of the modality. As for the gymnast’s attire (leotard), it had to be discrete, with few details and no exposure of the gymnast’s back or neck. The presence of flowers, sequins, or any other items that highlighted the leotard were not allowed. The use of tights, to the ankle, was allowed from the 1993-1996 cycle onwards.

In this first stage, the scores of the routine reached a maximum of ten points. The judge board was formed earlier by a jury of four judges and a chief judge (1985-1988), six judges and a chief judge (1989-1992) and eight referees and a chief judge (1993-1996). This last cycle introduced a division into jury of execution and jury of composition. Each one was responsible for evaluating specific issues of the routine. This division resulted in a more rigorous evaluation of the routines as it has a high number of judges (1989-1992), and the division by specialties (1993-1996).

The routine composition is initially guided by the item that deals with Generalities (individual and group). For all cycles, the body elements of RG include jump, balance, turns/pivots, waves/flexibilities, difficulty elements, a situation that remains until the 2009-2012 cycle. For the 6th cycle, there is a requirement that the routine be based on the temperament of the gymnast, the pace and character of the music chosen. This should demonstrate coordination elements, flexibility and the dynamic relationship between the gymnast and the apparatus. The next cycle (1989-1992) added the diversification of body and apparatus elements, as well as the use of different trajectories, levels and forms of displacement. This cycle introduced the risk element (element with loss of visual contact with the apparatus).

The last cycle of this first stage showed, for the first time, information about ‘background music’, highlighting the importance of connection and unity between the gymnast and the music. The risk elements became more demanding, adding rotational elements in its execution. The body and facial expressions emerged as important features of choreographic compositions, a situation addressed by RGCP as a chance to express themselves through movement. However, it is important to highlight the barring of circus questions, since theatrical expressions were and are considered inappropriate in this modality.
RG contemplates pre-acrobatic elements into its routines from the first CP, an approach notable of the gymnastic character, as well as the distancing from modalities such as artistic gymnastics (elements with flight are not allowed). In the first stage analyses, the only elements allowed were the rolls (forward, back and side), passages supports by hand (one or two), forearm, chest and shoulders. Despite the continuous reinforcement on the importance of the relationship between music and motion in RG, the first stage CP showed an increase in number of body difficulty elements along the Olympic cycles. In the 6th cycle (1985-1988), the gymnast had to carry out eight difficulties, which were divided into upper (two) and medium (six). The routine required balanced distribution in the composition. The next cycle continued to require eight difficulties, but now with four upper and four medium. The 8th cycle (1993-1996), brought a division into Fundamental group difficulties (jumps, pivots, balance and flexibility/waves) and Other groups (displacements, hops, balancing etc.). Here, there was also the leveling of body difficulties (A, B, C and D), and an increase of body difficulties number to 12.

As for the difficulties, the 6th cycle describes the body difficulties in a table form, and has an average amount of 42 execution possibilities (from the body groups). The next cycle already provides illustrations of the body elements, showing 69 options of body difficulties. These illustrations were improved in the 8th cycle (1993-1996) over the 80 options of body elements described by the CP. In addition to the body difficulties, the RGCP also features a basic description of the handling possibilities of the apparatus, which must be performed in a different and original way.

This first stage of the research revealed, thus, an attempt by Rhythmic Gymnastics at maintaining its roots and advance the search for new elements and conditions. The addition of body elements to the CP, as well as the increasing of the number of difficulties present in the routines, represent a search for sportivization and standardization of the modality. The arrival of rules and guidelines would make (at first) RG less subjective, but still full of grace and plasticity.

TABLE 3 tries to resume all the important information of the RGCP in this first stage, bringing considerations about aspects related to music, jury, routines, artistic aspects and body difficulty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Artistic value</th>
<th>Technical value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985-1989 / 1989-1992</td>
<td>The music that previously could only be orchestrated or played live.</td>
<td>8 difficulties in each routine, leveled at middle and upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-1996</td>
<td>Music can now be mixed with the use of more instruments, encompassing different styles and rhythms.</td>
<td>12 difficulties in each routine, leveled from A (0,10) to D (0,40).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music can not be used as “background music” and a relationship between music and movement becomes requires</td>
<td>80 possibilities exercises (as there were 42 in the cycle from 1985 to 1988, and 69 in the cycle 1989-1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greater expressiveness is requested, and a relationship with the interpretation of the music.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second stage

The second stage of the research includes the 9th to the 13th CP cycles, thus a period of time from 1997 to 2015 (considering that the last cycle finishes in 2016).

To reduce subjectivity, this stage is marked by onset/introduction of evaluation forms of the routines (individuals and groups). This form must be submitted to the judge board at the beginning of each event and must contain a description of the composition (apparatus and body/difficulties elements) in the routine execution order.
FIGURE 2 - Example of routine form proposed in the 9th CP cycle (2005-2008)\textsuperscript{23}.

This stage of the research begins with the 9th CP cycle (1997-2000), and includes practically the same requirements brought by the previous cycle (1993-1996). The previous division of the judge board remained, organized into composition (technical and artistic) and execution juries. The requirements for the attire became softer, now the use of colored leotards, geometric designs and flowers is allowed. The body difficulties remain divided into Fundamental group and Other groups (connecting elements), and leveling continues to utilize the concepts from A (0,10 points) to D (0,40 points). This RGCP version introduced tables with handling apparatus possibilities, since the 12 body difficulties must necessarily be linked to the handling of apparatus. Moreover, despite the continuity in the difficulties being classified as A and D, the code brought an increase from 11 to 24 flexibility difficulties\textsuperscript{24}.

The next cycle analysed, the 10th (2001-2004)\textsuperscript{25}, could be considered the first portrait of contemporary RG. Endorsed by the elaboration of a choreographic evaluation form, previously drawn up by technicians, this cycle is designed to perform correct movements, which meet the CP requirements.

As in the previous cycle, this one presented the requirement of the Compulsory Body Group (CBG) for each apparatus (FIGURE 3). The routine should include at least five difficulties of the minimum of 10 (maximum 12)\textsuperscript{25}.
The difficulties in this CP were leveled from A (0.10) to E (0.50), and arranged to provide an average of 28 types of jumps, 19 options of balances, 25 types and combinations of pivots and 30 kinds of flexibilities/waves, totaling 102 types of elements (with two or more variations). In all previous RGCP, the flexibility/waves group had on average ten types of elements, and the present CP innovated by bringing 30 kinds of possibilities. Such condition was easily verified in routines, which now include extreme flexibility elements and low apparatus handling. Despite the attempt of the document to organize and systematize the possibilities of working with the apparatus, the training in this period was focused on acquisition and development of range of joint flexibility (physical capacity), to the detriment of artistic issues and apparatus handling.

In this CP, the jury were divided into three groups: execution (E), artistic (A) and difficulty (D), and the highest score could reach 30 points. In contrast to the scenario, the FIG brought the AV of the routines to the foreground, from the moment it indicates the music and routine analysis (BC and the CAP).

In the 11th cycle (2005–2008), there was an increase of technical requirements for the number of difficulties (now 18 body difficulties per gymnast), these being leveled from A (0.10) to J (1.00) or more. This scenario reconfirms the one presented by the previous cycle in which the execution of body elements of high values and high degree of difficulty are as or more important than the composition and its guiding idea. The attire also passed through changes, beyond colors being treated more permissively, the use of skirts (short length - to the pelvic region) are also released in order to embellish the presentations.

In this CP, the jury is still divided into three groups: execution (E), artistic (A) and difficulty (D), however the score is now based on the sum of the composition (A + D / 2) and execution totaling 20 points. Again, in contrast to the appreciation scenario...
of body elements, FIG reaffirms the importance of the artistic component in RG routines.

With the judge board being divided into three groups of evaluation, it was necessary that the 11th CP (2005-2008) bring a clarification of each one. The execution continued with the instructions on the penalties regarding the technical faults (body and unit) and mistakes between music and movement (loss of pace or lack of harmony). The difficulties were still divided into Fundamental groups and Other groups. The increase from 12 to 18 body difficulties in each composition also resulted in increased element possibilities for each body group28, situation that is easily observed by 183 elements presented in CP Tables (47 jumps/leaps, 46 balances, 52 pivots and 38 flexibilities/waves).

The Artistic Value, now more detailed, provided information about the music (1,0 point), which may be interpreted by one or several instruments, including the voice used as an instrument (without words), and choreography (9,0 points). Still important for the routine composition was the strict harmony between the character and the rhythm of the music through the exercise and its movements. The choreography is characterized by a guiding idea performed, from beginning to end, and is divided into basic composition (2,0 points): which included the choice of body and apparatus elements, balance between right and left hand, acrobatic elements and variety of the choreography; and CAP (7,0 points). The CAP included the uses and mastery of the apparatus, and the originality of the composition.

In this situation, a reflection about the artistic issues becomes necessary:

On the one hand, the artistic value is the part of code that looks more favorably at aesthetics and beauty of RG, on the other, technical merit seems to be the part that can stifle them. The growing demand on the amount and complexity of body and apparatus movements makes the gymnast (and their coaches) bother to comply with all the technical requirements to the detriment of artistic matters (lower value). Daisy Barros, one of the first judges in Brazil, commented on it in a scientific event SIGARC: “Today, the RG performances looks like a cat running after the mouse, the gymnast after the apparatus... Increasingly, RG distances itself from the art”11.

The 12th cycle (2009-2012)29 introduced some significant changes for a return of the sport to its origins. The flexibility difficulties characterized as a very important technical element were reconsidered in this cycle once the degree of amplitude no longer comprises difficulty.

The CP 2009-201229 presented a new organization of the judge board and in the way of evaluating the sport, adding to the criterion an evaluation of the body (D1) and apparatus elements (D2), together with execution (E) and artistic (A) juries. The 183 choices of body difficulties remain, but return from 18 to 12 (with values between A (0,10) and J (1,00) or more) in each composition. This change provided more time for artwork and guiding idea development in the routine, which imposes a connection between the music and movement, harmony and expressivity19. Facial expression and music interpretation took a special place in this new version of the CP.

Risk elements return to this version of the CP, and they could be executed with or without throws, bringing to the choreography the excitement of imminent “loss of apparatus”. Another new possibility that arises in this CP is mastery with and without throws. In this new condition, mastery without throws must be performed, among other situations, with a technical element of the apparatus, coupled to a body difficulty, without the help of hands, without visual control or during a sequence of rhythmic steps. The sequence of rhythmic steps must submit a variation of the apparatus work (moving in different planes, direction and level).

The evaluation of the artistic component obtained a very important character, as it acquires an evaluation form and specific guidelines (FIGURE 3). The main objective of the artistic component is to bring emotion and the idea of expression, both translated through the following three aspects: the musical accompaniment, plastic artistic image and expressivity.
The fifth and last Olympic cycle (2013-2016) is still in place. In this, the judge board returned to evaluate difficulty (D) and execution (E). The evaluation of the artistic issues (unity of composition, music and movement, body expression and use of space) of the routine became the responsibility of the execution jury. The evaluation form of artistic issues loses its usefulness.

In this last cycle, the music can be interpreted by one or several instruments or a musician, including the voice used as an instrument. The use of voice and words is only permitted by one of the individual gymnasts or group routines. Body expression called for the participation of all body segments in movement, and together with the facial expression, should communicate the theme of the music and the message of the routine composition.

In the fifth cycle, the difficulty consists in four important big groups (FIGURE 6). The number of difficulties suffers a significant reduction (minimum six and maximum nine), however the need that they be coordinated with the handling of the apparatus holds. In this version, the body difficulties are reviewed, resulting in a decrease in their values, maintaining only the terms from A (0.10) to E (0.50), and deleting the body group of flexibility/waves. In this this cycle, this is embedded through balance and pivot groups, causing a reduction to 27 choices of body difficulties (in addition to its variations). The risk elements, or dynamic elements with rotation and throw (6), are
regulated as to their amount (two or more rotations), and adding some complex criteria execution.

Two other new groups emerged as integral components of difficulty in this edition of the CP: apparatus mastery and dance step combinations. Both groups bring us a new comprehension about RG, as they try to refound the beauty and magic of this sport.

![Figure 6 - Difficulty exigencies: Code of Points 2013-2016](image)

Apparatus mastery (M) is responsible for non-ordinary combinations of apparatus elements and brings innovation and surprise to choreography. Dance step combinations (S) (ballroom, folklore, modern dance, etc.) must show different rhythmic patterns with the apparatus in motion during the entire combination and be performed during a minimum of eight seconds in accordance with the tempo and rhythm of the music.

All of these conditions aimed at reclaiming/bringing back the artistic value, in perspective to innovative character of the sport, as they now have an equal or greater importance than the physical necessities and body difficulties, once so valued by the scoring code.

### TABLE 4 - Major changes related to artistic and technical value from the 9th to the 13th CP (second stage).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle</th>
<th>Artistic value</th>
<th>Technical value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997-2000</td>
<td>The requirements for the garments become softer, now allowing the use of colored leotards.</td>
<td>Leveling continues with the concepts from A to D. Introduction of the apparatus handling tables. Increase from 11 (cycle 1993-1996) to 24 for difficulties of flexibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jury is divided into three groups of evaluation: execution, artistic and difficulty.</td>
<td>Leveling the difficulties from A (0.10) to E (0.50). Increase for 30 kinds of flexibility difficulties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-2004</td>
<td>Highlighting the artistic value of the routines, from the moment that indicates the music and routine analysis (BC and CAP).</td>
<td>Introduction of choreographic evaluation form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Permission to use skirts as part of leotard.</td>
<td>Training sessions oriented for the acquisition of range of motion and flexibility development (physical capacity).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-2008</td>
<td>Artistic Value, brings information about the music (1.0 point), that may be interpreted by one or several instruments, including the voice used as an instrument (without words), and choreography (9.0 points).</td>
<td>Increase of the technical requirements (now 18 body difficulties per gymnast), these being leveled from A (0.10) to J (1.00) or more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-2012</td>
<td>Return of the risk elements.</td>
<td>New organization of the arbitration stand, adding the criterion of difficulty evaluation of body elements (D1) and device (D2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquisition of an evaluation form and specific guidelines for the judges.</td>
<td>Difficulties return from 18 to 12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013-2016</td>
<td>Introduction of apparatus mastery and dance step combinations.</td>
<td>The number of difficulties suffers a significant reduction (min. 6 and max. 9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The music can be interpreted by one or several instruments or a musician, including the voice used as an instrument.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, there is an increase in the appreciation of the AV component of the routines, going back to what had already been signaled in the literature:

In RG, development increases the role of the aesthetic component. We can consider the aesthetic principle of rhythmic gymnastics not only as a complementary element, but as a basic element of discipline structure that directly affects the formation of sports results. Sports technique and perfection constitute, to a considerable degree, the realization of the aesthetic program. The aesthetic value of the movements must be an object of special concern to the coach and athlete.

In the analysis of the three decades of the Code of Points of Rhythmic Gymnastics, it was possible to outline how the artistic aspect was being constituted in this document, triggering ruptures and continuities (properly marked above).

As relates to artistic aspects, it was possible to confirm the previous hypothesis of this study, that in the last RGCP (second stage) this aspect has undergone few changes.

The promoting of the artistic aspects of RG in the new RGCP meets the origins of the sport. Such condition shows the manifestations of rhythmic and dance, as major influences of the artistic character of this sport. An aspect that has been valued in the teaching of the sport, by some authors in contemporary times, such as Toledo, Vidal, Marquez and others.

The current Code of Points (2013-2016) can be regarded as a cycle, which marks the sport’s story by two aspects: the permissiveness of routines with singing (which, since the creation the RGCP, has not been allowed) and significant changes in the appreciation of the artistic aspects of the routines.

Thus, the study contemplated a gap in scientific inquiry in analyzing the RGCP not only in its historical aspect, but also and especially its artistic component. But others still deserve the academic-scientific tract.

Resumo

A valorização dos aspectos artísticos do Código de Pontuação na ginástica rítmica: uma análise das últimas três décadas

Em busca de melhor promover os aspectos artísticos, tendo-se em vista os últimos ciclos olímpicos, o atual Código de Pontuação de Ginástica Rítmica (CPGR) foi submetido a significativas mudanças. É a partir desse contexto que essa pesquisa, de caráter documental e histórico, se desenvolve, tendo como objetivo, analisar as mudanças nos últimos oito ciclos Olímpicos de CPGR (1985-2016), com foco nos aspectos artísticos da modalidade. A partir da análise de diferentes ciclos do CPGR, conclui-se que há conexões de interdependência entre os aspectos artísticos e os técnicos, sendo nítido que quando há uma supervaleoração do aspecto técnico há uma desvalorização do artístico. Foi possível identificar fases do CPGR, e portanto, da modalidade. Apesar de manter as suas raízes artísticas (de Dança e Ritmo), a busca pela esportivização e sistematização da modalidade, trouxe uma primeira fase caracterizada pela busca do caráter esportivo e pela padronização dos gestos da GR, baseada na inclusão de novos elementos do corpo no CPGR. A segunda fase se caracteriza por uma retomada do aspecto artístico, confirmando nossa hipótese sobre a grande mudança do último CPGR. Constatamos de maneira geral, que o CPGR atual retoma a relação entre a GR e suas origens, influenciado pela Ginástica Estética (sueca), Rítmica e Dança. Tal condição é observada, uma vez que o atual Código de Pontuação (2013-2016) marca a história da modalidade por dois aspectos: a permissão de rotinas com canto, que não eram permitidas desde a criação do CPGR; e mudanças significativas para a valorização de aspectos artísticos dos rotinas.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Estética; Artístico; Técnica; Composição; Ginástica; Coreografia.
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